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Front

Pola Negri (pocketed)

£21.00 (excl. VAT)

Colours: Marshmallow (pictured), Carmen
A glamorous and nostalgic bra to make you feel like a star who stepped
out of a silent-movie scene. This is a perfect everyday bra for women
who prefer non-wired styles and a certain freedom of movement. It is
an excellent companion for a woman on the go and can double up as a
sports bra for light-impact activities.
Fabric content: 80% polyamide, 10% elastane, 10% cotton; cup pockets
100% cotton.
Designed for: wide-set or splayed
breast shapes
Coverage: full

Back

Support: high
Sizes: 36-44 C, D, DD, E, F, G

Features
1

Non-underwired cups

2

The cups stretch only in one direction (vertically) and support the chest
without restricting it

3

Deep front panel for full confidence

4

Wide foam-cushioned straps balance the weight on the back and
shoulders

5

Cotton-lined bilateral pockets for comfort and breathability

6

Tall sides help manage the bulge and prevent breast form from
slipping

7

Stretchy adjustable rear straps

8

3x3 hook-and-eye closure on sizes 36E-G, 38E-G, 40D-G, 42 & 44C-G
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Front

Showstopper (pocketed)

£21.00 (excl. VAT)

Colours: Marshmallow, Carmen (pictured)
We have converted our most youthful style into a pocketed bra. It’s
chic, sexy, and fit for most shapes.
Fabric content: 80% polyamide, 20% elastane; cup pockets 100%
cotton.
Designed for: all shapes
Coverage: full

Back

Support: medium
Sizes: 34D, DD, E, F
36C, D, DD, E, F
38C, D, DD, E
40C, D

Features
1

Non-underwired lace cups

2

Foam-lined lower cups lift and support the chest for a seductive look

3

Deep front panel for full confidence

4

Cotton-lined bilateral pockets for comfort and breathability

5

Wide stretchy adjustable straps

6

2x2 hook-and-eye closure on all sizes
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Front

Post-op daytime bra

£18.00 (excl. VAT)

Colour: Black
This is our daytime postoperative bra. The polyamide cups stretch to
ensure a solid fit, compression, and excellent support for the chest
while giving complete comfort. The classic T-cup shape is the closest fit
to the natural shape of the breast and works equally well for smaller
and larger cups. It is easy to wash and quick to dry. It can also be worn
as a regular mastectomy bra.
Fabric content: 70% polyamide, 20% elastane, 10% cotton; cup pockets
100% cotton.
Designed for: all shapes
Coverage: full

Back

Support: high
Sizes: 36-44 C, D, DD, E, F, G, H

Features
1

Non-underwired cups

2

Deep front- and side-panels help conceal post-surgery scars

3

Wide foam-cushioned straps balance the weight on the back and
shoulders and do not leave marks on the body

4

Wide elastic at the bottom of the band helps to further stabilise the fit,
which is important for fuller figures

5

Bilateral pockets are hypoallergenic (100% cotton)

6

Tall sides help manage any bulge and prevent the breast from slipping

7

Stretchy adjustable rear straps

8

3X3 hook-and-eye closure on all sizes
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Front

Post-op night vest

£18.00 (excl. VAT)

Colour: Black
Designed to be worn in the early postoperative period. The high
content of natural fibres provides good absorption and breathability,
and promotes rapid healing of surgical scars. And for easy maintenance
we made it in black.
Fabric content: 90% cotton, 10% elastane; cup pockets 100% cotton.

Designed for: all shapes
Coverage: full

Back

Support: medium
Sizes: 36-44 C, D, DD, E, F, G, H

Features
1

Non-underwired cups

2

Special sewing technique and flat seams provide gentle contact with
the skin

3

Front double-row hook & eye closure (with soft fleece base) makes it is
easy to put on and wear

4

Wide foam-cushioned straps balance the weight on the back and
shoulders and do not twist

5

Pockets for light prosthesis

6

Wide elastic at the bottom of the band helps to further stabilise the fit,
which is important for fuller figures
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